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	UNIQUE | ELEVATED | INSPIRED
Invitations that evoke conversation
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DESIGNED 
JUST FOR YOU


Penn & Paperie specializes in designing custom invitations and event stationery. Whether you're having a wedding, bar mitzvah, bat mitzvah, holiday party, or corporate event - we can create the perfect invitation for your special occasion.


OUR FAVORITE
SERVICES & PRODUCTS:


Metallic Inks & Foil Stamping
Acrylic / Lucite Invitations
Velvet & Fabric Invitations
Metal Invitations
Blind Embossing
Boxed Invitations
Ultra-Thick Invitations
Die-Cutting & Laser-Cutting
 Edge Painting & Deckled Edges
Custom Envelopes
Guest Addressing
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	CHOOSE PENN & PAPERIE TO BE A PART OF YOUR SPECIAL DAY





	


EXCEPTIONAL
SERVICE
You'll work one-on-one with Margo, the Owner and Designer of Penn & Paperie. Together, your event style will be brought to life through paper and ink.  She is available for both phone & email consultations, and promises to provide exceptional boutique-like customer service.



COMPLETELY
CUSTOM
See something you like, but want to make some changes?  How about combining a few ideas all into one? No problem! We can create custom sizes, custom shapes, change fonts, switch out colors, or dream up something completely new. Let us design the perfect invitation, customized just for you! 



UNLIMITED
REVISIONS
We are happy to include unlimited proof revisions in every order at no additional charge! During the proofing process, you'll receive a digital PDF proof displaying every element of your invitation suite. We can refine and revise until everything is perfect and to your liking.



BESPOKE
QUALITY
We work with the finest of papers and premium materials. All of our designs are printed on professional presses to ensure you're getting the highest of quality. We have developed great relationships with trusted printers and production crews who are masters of their trade. The design you see on screen becomes even more impressive when held in your hands.
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WE LOVE WHAT WE DO


We're passionate about the product we deliver and the people we get to work with. We love to help our clients express their event style, and feel so honored to be a part of their very special day.


	
		MEET YOUR DESIGNER
	









	



	

	KIND WORDS FROM CLIENTS
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We could not be happier with the results of our wedding invitation! From beginning to end, Margo has been absolutely wonderful. We trusted her completely and valued her honesty and input during the process. She has an amazing eye and will fully understand what you are looking for! Don't look anywhere else as Penn & Paperie is top line.






KAYLA & MIKE 
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Margo worked so diligently with us to bring our vision to life. Not only are we blown away with the end result, she was amazing to work with! From the bottom of our heart, thank you Margo for designing our invitations with us from the ground up and being patient when it came to proofing the invitations. You made this experience more than enjoyable!






LIANA & CIARA
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Margo is a genius. The process was so smooth and every detail was considered. When the invitations were actually as gorgeous as she said they would be, it was unreal. They were my favorite element of the wedding - I got more compliments on those than anything else (sans dress). They were spectacular. If you want luxury that's worth every penny, she's the absolute best.






GABRIELLE & JESSE



















	



	

	DISCOVER CUSTOM DESIGNS










BROWSE WEDDINGS















BROWSE MITZVAHS
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GET IN TOUCH

PHONE: 732.637.9093  EMAIL: info@pennandpaperie.com

Located in Monmouth County, New Jersey  •  Shipping Worldwide


PAYMENT, SHIPPING, & RETURNS   |   PRIVACY POLICY   |   TERMS & CONDITIONS

© 2023 Penn & Paperie. All Rights Reserved.
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                            REQUEST A CONSULTATION

                            IMPORTANT NOTICE: Penn & Paperie is currently operating at a lower volume capacity than previous years. Once you complete this form, someone will be in touch if there is availability for your date. Please allow 3-4 business days for a response. Thank you so much!

                        

                        	

	Please acknowledge that you have read the above notice about our availability*	
								
								Acknowledged
							



	Name*
                            
                            
                                                    
                                                    First Name
                                                
                            
                            
                                                    
                                                    Last Name
                                                
                            
                        

	Email Address* 

	Event Date* 
MM/DD/YYYY

	Phone* 
(###) ### ####

	Quantity (1 per household, not 1 per guest)* 

	Budget*Knowing your budget helps us suggest what options would work best for your project! 



Pricing depends on quantity, invitation type, and add-on options. Our starting prices for invitations (based on a quantity of 100, to give you an idea) are approximately:



$2,200+ for thick paper-based invitations

$2,600+ for origami invitations

$2,400-$2,600+ for velvet invitations

$2,900+ for acrylic invitations 


The average Penn & Paperie client spends $3,000+. These are rough figures based on a quantity of 100. While we can accommodate quantities as low as 25, please note that our minimum investment starts at $2,200.


 

	Message*What's your event style and colors? What designs have caught your eye? Do you have a Pinterest board to reference? Let us know! Our general phone hours are Monday-Friday, 9:30am-5:30pm EST. Please mention your best availability and time zone.


	How did you hear about us?* 

	Comments
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.
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